Outpatient Services

ALLERGY, ASTHMA AND IMMUNOLOGY

Pediatric Specialists of Virginia
Phone: 703.876.2788 Fax: 571.392.5404
☐ Supriya Jain, MD
☐ Darlene Mансoor, MD
☐ A. Larry Miller, MD, Ltd.
Phone: 703.938.5600 Fax: 703.242.8712
Barbara Mackie, MD
Allergy Partners of Northern Virginia
Phone: 703.378.5165
Shaun Shayeghan, MD
Allergy, Asthma & Sinus Center
Phone: 703.444.8492 Fax: 703.726.9721
Saba Sharif, MD
Allergy Partners of Springfield
Phone: 703.323.3930 Fax: 703.323.7457
Ananth Thyagaram, MD
ENT & Allergy Specialists of Virginia
Phone: 703.733.9277 Fax: 703.732.8722
Vickie Lee, MD
Fairfax Allergy, Asthma & Sinus Clinic
Phone: 703.648.0030 Fax: 703.648.9028
Derek Johnson, MD
Dr. Helbing Allergy and Asthma Associates
Phone: 703.750.9450 Fax: 703.750.3191
Claus Helbing, MD
☐ Amir Shahlaee, MD, CCC-A
☐ Claus Helbing, MD
☐ Christine Sofie, AuD, CCC-A
☐ Wali Gauvin, MD
ENT and Facial Plastic Surgery
Phone: 703.383.8130 Fax: 703.383.7350
☐ Douglas Sobel, MD
☐ Catherine Chao, MD
☐ Jennifer Ezirike Ladipo, MD
☐ Iris Jo-Shi, DO
Pediatric Gastroenterology of Northern Virginia
Phone: 703.876.2355 Fax: 703.876.2356
☐ Susan Steinburg, AuD
☐ William Kirby, MD
Dr. Helbing and Asthma Associates
Phone: 703.573.0504 Fax: 703.573.4856
John Dunlap, MD
Maryland: 301.424.8484 Fax: 301.424.1835
Virginia: 703.573.0504 Fax: 703.573.4856
Inova Children’s Cardiology
Maryland: 301.424.8484 Fax: 301.424.1835
Alan Benheim, MD
☐ Patrick Callahan, MD
☐ Mitchell Cohen, MD
☐ Karim Diab, MD
☐ Sarah Chambers Gunson, MD
☐ Deneen Heath, MD
☐ Sharon Karr, MD
☐ William Kirby, MD
☐ Jennifer Lindsey, MD
☐ Jennifer O’Neil, MD
☐ Kirpal Pari, MD
☐ Harish Rudra, DO
☐ Sherrif Tawfik, MD
☐ Catherine Tomasulo, MD
☐ Amelia Pelha, NP
☐ Cristina Thurber, PA
Children’s Heart Institute
Phone: 866.645.4055 Fax: 703.392.9464
☐ Alan Abdallah, MD
☐ Ramiro Lizano Santamaria, MD
☐ Keyur Mehta, MD
☐ Jeahedah Roane, MD
☐ Kalpana Thammmers, MD
The Healthy Heart Clinic
Phone: 703.485.0470 Fax: 703.986.0825
☐ Wali Gauvin, MD
COCHLEAR IMPLANTS
Otolaryngology Associates
Phone: 703.383.8130 Fax: 703.383.7350
☐ Christopher Tsang, MD
ENT and Facial Plastic Surgery
Phone: 703.448.0005 Fax: 703.448.0808
☐ Christopher Tsang, MD
CRANIOFACIAL DISORDERS
Inova Craniofacial Program
Phone: 703.776.6920
☐ Steven Baker, MD
☐ Chris Chand, MD
☐ T. Jenny Chen, MD
☐ Leon Mores, MD
☐ Michelle Roesser, MD
☐ Christopher Tsang, MD
CONCUSSION
Inova Sports Medicine Concussion Program
Phone: 703.970.6427
☐ Nathan Stover, AuD, CCC-A
☐ April Joy Johnson Toyer, DDS
☐ Shohreh Shafar, DDS
☐ Jack Weil, DMD
☐ Lowry Shropshire, MD
Pediatric Outpatient EEG
Inova Neurodiagnostic and Sleep Center
Phone: 703.698.3883 Fax: 703.698.3886
ENDOCRINOLOGY
Pediatric Specialists of Virginia
Phone: 703.876.2788 Fax: 703.839.8760
☐ Okane Lazarazz, MD
☐ Otis Neacu, MD
☐ Mia Ping, MD
☐ Lindsey Waldman, MD
Georgetown University Medical Center
Phone: 202.444.8881 Fax: 202.444.7611
☐ Douglas Sabel, MD
FETAL CARE
Inova Children’s Hospital Fetal Care Center
Phone: 703.776.6371 Fax: 703.776.6591
☐ Margot Ahronovich, MD
☐ Erin Caufield, RN, IBCLC
☐ Melissa Eatherly, FNP-BC
GASTROENTEROLOGY
Pediatric Specialists of Virginia
Phone: 703.876.2788 Fax: 703.839.8760
☐ Ian Leibowitz, MD
☐ Otto Louis-Jacques, MD
☐ Natalie Sikka, MD
☐ Jaime Wolfe, MD
Pediatric Gastroenterology of Northern Virginia
Phone: 703.314.0444 Fax: 855.237.3628
☐ Benjamin Enav, MD
☐ Benjamin Enav, MD
☐ Ian Leibowitz, MD
Pediatric Dermatology of Burke
Phone: 703.726.8077 Fax: 703.562.0812
☐ David Treff, DDS
☐ Farrah al-Keldar, DDS
☐ Sharan Ghalwashgho, DDS
Phone: 703.352.4122 Fax: 703.352.4122
☐ April Joy Johnson Toyer, DDS
☐ Shohreh Shafar, DDS
☐ Jack Weil, DMD
☐ Lowry Shropshire, MD
Pediatric Outpatient EEG
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